Bank and ice cream parlour robbed

Commerce Bank and Baskin Robbins were robbed this weekend.

By Carley Tunnell

The few West End businesses were robbed this weekend in broad daylight, according to the University Police. Commerce Bank at 2711 West Walnut Street and Baskin Robbins at 3731 Walnut Street were hit by two different groups on Saturday.

According to Police, the groups were the first retail robberies to occur on campus in recent memory.

In the Commerce Bank robbery, the bank's manager reported a man holding a gun, demanding money at about 1:45 p.m. on Saturday. Police said $3,000 in cash was seized as a white man in his 40s. The robbers were said to be wearing black and white checkered pants and a white smock and black baseball cap.

Later that day, a black man wearing a white shirt and black and white checkered pants entered Baskin Robbins at about 1:45 p.m. The man handed the operator a note that read "give me all your money or I'll shoot you." The man was last seen sporting a bloody nose and lip.

The robbers fled with $700 in cash and fled on foot. The operator was not hit, but the suspect was described as a white man in his 40s, 5'11" tall and weighing 190 lbs. He wore a mustache and dirty blond hair and was wearing a hooded sweatshirt and green pants. The manager also reported that the suspect had a gun.

Voters hung $3,000 in cash.

Third party

Strap case says a vote for Ralph Nader is not a wasted vote.

Middle East

Israel could be no-go for study abroad

Penn students may not be able to study in Israel in the spring.

By Stacy Hanns-Schulz

As the violence in the Middle East continues, Penn students who want to study in the Israeli government this semester face a difficult decision.

Last Thursday, the Office of International Programs and Services announced that students will be unable to study in Israel until at least the end of the academic year.

But before receiving a number of complaints about this severe stance on study in Israel, Penn officials changed their policy a few days later, reiterating that they would not accept credit from study there and that the office would not forward their applications, which were due October 15.

"We have a duty to come to the aid and help our people for a longer period in time," said H. Darrell tractor to the Middle East.

The University will now allow students to proceed with their applications to study in Israel's second semester. But tractor to the Middle East.

Penn officials said, however, that until violent conditions stabilize in the Middle East, they will not accept the right to advise students not to go and not give them credit for work completed while studying in Israel.

In late September, violence erupted in Israel's West Bank when Israeli officials began searching homes. The violence intensifies already hostile climate between Palestinians and Israeli security forces is now around 100, mostly Palestinians.

Perry Prime Minister Ehud Barak said this weekend that Israel would take a "timeout" on the road to peace.

Currently, seven Penn students are studying abroad in Israel. Penn recently recommended that students spending this semester in Israel return to the United States.

"The OSP will allow students applying to study in Israel to do so, while continuing to monitor the situation," tractor to the Middle East.
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Engs' book analyzes historical enigma

By Gregory Richards

How does a white man, raised in Hawaii as the son of Hawaiian parents, come to find a school for blacks and Native Americans in Virginia?

That is the question that History Professor John Engs is trying to answer Thursday as he introduces his new book, Educating Armstrong, at Hampton University in Hampton, Va.

Before a crowd of 20 students and community members at the Center for the Study of Black Literature, Engs discussed the idea behind his book.

"The idea with him is the American South," Engs said. "I've always been interested in the American South."

After the war, he became an agent of the President's Bureau and took over a camp of former slaves.

Armstrong, Engs said, believed the best way to educate blacks in the South was the way to make Armstrong famous. Hampton Institute was the vehicle to this prosperity.

"He put up, a less orderly atmosphere existed not in spite of, but because of Armstrong," Engs said. "Students went on to teach."

"His idea with him to the American South," Engs said, "was the South was the best way to make it prosperous again. Hampton Institute eventually became the model of black industrial education."
Bush and Gore, acting on a Penn stage

By Pam Stewart

Terror taking on a life of its own was the theme of last Thursday's debate when American University students presented Bush and Gore, acting on a Penn stage.

The Whitting Debates of Turkey

Experience a mystical and spectacular evening of one of the world's most colorful experiences or hospitality and art.

Sun., Oct. 29 7 p.m. • $30, $25, $20

The Whitting Debates of Turkey

Thank you.

You have a lot to offer the investment world.
We have a lot to offer you.

The next time someone asks—what are you going to do when you graduate?—tell them you're joining one of the industry's leading investment analytist programs—at Prudential. It's a program that can help position you for a leadership role in business or for continuing on the fast track to the top of an exciting investment career.

We are seeking students with a strong background in finance or accounting who want to learn the investment business will get valuable experience working in private placement, asset management or commercial real estate lending markets as you become part of the world's most powerful global investment teams.

The program. Our in-depth program offers the opportunities you can only find at an established global asset management company—plus the immediate responsibilities and hands-on learning that a multi-billion-dollar private-client investor.
School of Arts & Sciences
Career Fair

WHAT: Join prominent College alumni and discuss career possibilities in a personal setting.

WHEN: Tuesday, October 24, 2000, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

WHERE: Houston Hall, second floor foyer, 246 South 36th Street

CAREERS COVERED:
Law/Politics, Entrepreneurship, Communications, Non-profits, Education, Finance and more!

FOOD: Beverages and snacks will be served.

CONTACT: For more information, contact Carrie A. Stavrakos at (215) 898-5262 or csavrak@sas.upenn.edu

Rock the Vote concert tanks

by Victoria Sun

Guitars in hand, the bands for the Rock the Vote concert played for four hours, cut against a blue Saturday afternoon sky in the Flight. In the side-streched line of banners manned by Penn's political groups and cluttered with pamphlets, buttons and stickers urging young people to vote. The only thing missing at this weekend's Rock the Vote concert were Penn students.

On Saturday, Penn hosted Rock the Vote's stop on its week-long tour across the country focusing on youth electoral turnout. The Rock the Vote concert was from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., featuring the bands Angry Salad, big youth, Weezer, Fools Approach and Waterfront. While many students called the event a "great idea," they expressed disappointment with the low turnout. At any given time, the crowd held no more than 300 people. SPEC members who were directly involved in overseeing the concert thought the event wasn't publicized enough. General students thought the event wasn't publicized enough. "I didn't hear about it until I heard the music," said Engineer-

Putting the leader: TIAA-CREF.

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.

1. Easy diversification among a range of expertly
   managed funds
2. A solid history of performance and exceptional
   returns
3. A strong commitment to low expenses
4. Customized
5. Investment expertise

TIAA-CREF Advantage.

The Catholic Peace Fellowship and the Penn Newman Center present
The High Social Cost
of Military Spending
featuring the Bread Not Stones Bus Tour

Tuesday, October 24, at 12 noon
at Newman Hall, 3720 Chestnut Street

The Catholic Peace Fellowship is also sponsoring a
Special Event Program on Monday, October 23, at 7:30 PM
at Villanova University's Connelly Center

Featured presenters include:
Vice Admiral Jack Shanahan, USN (ret)
Bishop Thomas Gumbleton of Detroit
Folk singer Andy Antipin
Call 610.519.4999 for more information.

The time has come to prepare!

Classes are starting:
Thursday, November 2
Kaplan Center
1528 Walnut Street, First Floor

With 60 years of proven success getting students into the schools of their choice, we're the chosen leader in test prep. Just ask the millions who've taken Kaplan.

Call today to reserve your seat!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Why is TIAA-CREF the #1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF Advantage.

Year in and year out, employees at education and research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.

And for good reasons:
1. Stay diversified among a range of expertly
   managed funds
2. A history of performance and exceptional
   personal service
3. A strong commitment to low expenses
4. A full range of retirement income options
   for decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff)
   at over 9,000 campuses across the country retire for—
   and enjoy—successful retirements.

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple. Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

www.tiaa-cref.org

1.800.842.2776

Why is TIAA-CREF the #1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF Advantage.

Return on your retirement savings.

For more information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2776, ext. 5509. To request prospectuses. Read them carefully.
Dear University Pennsylvania Students,

Goldman Sachs is currently seeking outstanding individuals for summer and full time associate and analyst positions in our Tokyo office. We are holding our recruiting reception for UPenn students on Tuesday, October 24, 5:00-7:00 in Pennsylvania. Goldman Sachs employees representing most divisions will be on hand to meet you.

We are interested in candidates with unique skills and educational backgrounds to fill a wide variety of positions. Generally, we are looking for creative and analytical people who strive for excellence in a team environment. The Tokyo office environment is fast paced, engaging, and extremely challenging.

As we are recruiting primarily for the Tokyo office, a strong command of the Japanese language is desired. Should you wish to attend our reception, please indicate this by sending us your resume with a cover letter expressing which area(s) of Goldman Sachs you are applying for by October 25 6:00pm. After we have received your information we will send invitations with details as appropriate.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Fax: 00-81-3-3582 7536
Email: recruiting.japan@gs.com
A vote for Nader won't be wasted

A vote for Nader is a vote for nothing. In fact, a vote for Nader is a vote for a mega-fraud. Nader's campaign consists of nothing but an attempt to confuse and obfuscate the simple choice confronting voters: that is, Between Bush and Gore, or between a third party candidate and the incumbent he has confused and alarmed so many people. Nader, who is not much more than an embarrassment to the political process, is attempting to trick you into voting for him by misleading you into thinking he cares about the things that really matter. His campaign is a desperate attempt to divert your attention from the real issues that affect your life.

But the times they are a-changing. In the last few years, more and more people have begun to realize that our political system is broken and that we need a real reform. There is a growing consensus that the current system is rigged against the average American. The average American can no longer trust the politicians and the media to represent their interests.

So, what can we do? We can demand real reform. We can demand that our representatives be held accountable for their actions. We can demand that our media report the truth, not just the lies.

But most importantly, we can demand that we have a real choice in this election. We can demand that we have a real choice to decide who will represent us in the White House.

I urge you to vote for a real choice in this election. Vote for a candidate who is a proponent of change and reform. Vote for a candidate who is a champion of the people. Vote for a candidate who will help jumpstart this process of change.

And if you don't, you will be voting for the status quo. You will be voting for a system that is rigged against the average American. You will be voting for a system that is rigged against your interests.

So, please, don't waste your vote. Don't waste your vote on Nader. Don't waste your vote on Bush or Gore. Don't waste your vote on a third party candidate.

Vote for a real choice. Vote for a candidate who will help jumpstart this process of change. Vote for a candidate who will represent you.
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More is better, says UMC

"We are trying to become a more legitimate organization on campus," All said. "We hope that the UMC can lend to that legitimacy and get people to consider us more seriously." Staff members agreed.

Following the presentation, there was a discussion during which council members raised various concerns including the small size of the UMC's board and its role in running student events.

And while Ali and Chadbury were out of the room, the members tackled for about 20 minutes, specifically thinking up the role of a Bangladesh club within the South Asian community.

But ultimately, the council members admitted the UMC's ability to take on only a few major tasks at a time.

"We're thrilled. It really gives us more legitimacy... and access to minority resources," All said.

Spencer Stuart will search for Med. School dean
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Both candidates favor death penalty
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Salomon Smith Barney cordially invites you to:

**Salomon Smith Barney's Latin American Investment Banking Presentation**

at

**The Palladium**

Tuesday, October 24, 2000 at 6:30 PM

Please RSVP to Jed Prevor jed.h.prevor@ssmb.com

Cocktails to follow the presentation
Yale sends Football into five-way tie for first

A back-and-forth affair ended with Penn's final surge for the lead coming too little, too late.

By Sebastian Stockman

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - "This is a tremendous disappointment for W. Soccer," Penn senior co-captain and midfielder Trevor Gramme/The Daily Pennsylvanian
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New Haven, Conn. — **Eric Moskowitz**

**Not clutch enough to stay perfect**

Penn went to the NCAA Tournament with 6-1-1 mark last year, but lost its third league game Saturday at Yale.
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InterFraternity Council Fall Showcasing

Come And Meet The Brothers!

All Events 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Sunday, October 22
Pi Kappa Phi  ΠΚΦ  4040 Walnut
Delta Upsilon  ΔΥ  4055 Walnut
Tau Epsilon Phi  ΤΕΦ  3805 Walnut
Phi Sigma Kappa  ΦΣΚ  4039 Walnut
Sigma Phi Epsilon  ΣΦΕ  4028 Walnut
Sigma Nu  ΣΝ  3819 Walnut
 Lambda Chi Alpha  ΛΧΑ  3829 Walnut
Zeta Psi  ΖΨ  3337 Walnut
Sigma Pi  ΣΠ  Logan Hall.

Monday, October 23
Delta Phi (St. Elmo)  ΔΦ  3627 Locust
Alpha Chi Rho  ΑΧΡ  219 S. 36th St.
Phi Kappa Sigma  ΦΚΣ  3539 Locust
Delta Phi (St. A's)  ΔΦ  3637 Locust
Psi Upsilon  ΨΨ  250 S. 36th St.

Tuesday, October 24
Alpha Tau Omega  ΑΤΩ  225 S. 39th St.
Zeta Beta Tau  ΖΒΤ  235 S. 39th St.
Sigma Chi  ΣΧ  3809 Locust
Kappa Alpha  ΚΑ  3803 Locust
Phi Delta Theta  ΦΔΘ  3700 Locust
Sigma Kappa  ΣΚ  3700 Locust

Thursday, October 26
Sigma Alpha Epsilon  ΣΑΕ  3908 Spruce
Phi Kappa Psi  ΦΚΨ  3934 Spruce
Alpha Epsilon Pi  ΑΕΠ  3940 Spruce
Pi Kappa Alpha  ΠΚΑ  3916 Spruce
Pi Lambda Phi  ΠΛΦ  3914 Spruce
Theta Xi  ΘΞ  4033 Spruce
Delta Kappa Epsilon  ΔΚΕ  305 S. 36th St.
Beta Theta Pi  ΒΘΠ  3900 Spruce

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Princeton sweeps Volleyball

By Ken Drage
323 Daily Princetonian

Princeton swept Penn last night as the Tigers went on to win the third game 25-20, the second game 15-12, and the first game, 15-6.

"The Tigers would come back to retake an early Princeton lead with a difference in the second set, 12-7, and then Princeton would take a 15-3 lead in the third game. The Tigers would go on to win the second game 15-12, and then Princeton would go on to win the third game 25-20, 15-6, 25-20.

"The Tigers would come back to retake an early Princeton lead with a difference in the second set, 12-7, and then Princeton would take a 15-3 lead in the third game. The Tigers would go on to win the second game 15-12, and then Princeton would go on to win the third game 25-20, 15-6, 25-20.

"The Tigers would come back to retake an early Princeton lead with a difference in the second set, 12-7, and then Princeton would take a 15-3 lead in the third game. The Tigers would go on to win the second game 15-12, and then Princeton would go on to win the third game 25-20, 15-6, 25-20.
Thinking about Law School?

Don't Miss

THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS PANEL
FEATURING THE ADMISSIONS DEANS/DIRECTORS FROM:

Cornell Law School
Harvard Law School
NYU School of Law

When:
Tuesday, October 23, 2000
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Place: CAROLYN YOUNG ROOM
CHEMISTRY BUILDING

InterFraternity Council Fall Showcase
Come And Meet The Brothers!!

All Events 8:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Sunday, October 22

Pi Kappa Phi
Delphi Epilson
Tau Epsilon Phi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Lambda Chi Alpha
Zeta Psi
Sigma Pi

Monday, October 23

Delta Phi (St. Etimo)
Alpha Chi Rho
Phi Kappa Sigma
Delta Phi (M.A.)
Psi Upsilon

Tuesday, October 24

Alpha Chi Omega
Zeta Beta Tau
Sigma Chi
Kappa Alpha
Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Sigma

Thursday, October 26

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Kappa Psi
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Lambda Phi Epsilon
 Theta Xi
Kappa Delta Epsilon
Beta Theta Pi

M. Soccer obliterated by Yale, continuing struggles in Ivies

By Ryan Kelly

Penn 0 Yale 5

The efforts of the Penn men's soccer team to win their first Ivy league game in three years were halted in a big way Friday night in New Haven. Conn. as Yale raced out to a 4-0 first half lead and went on to a 5-0 win.

With the loss, Penn falls to 1-1-3 overall and 0-3-1 in the Ivies.

The Elis needed two minutes and 58 seconds to put the first score of the second half on the board.

The score was Alberts second goal of the day. and it proved to be all the Elis would need in the game.

Yale scored as early as the 6th minute of the game was over.

"It's the third time in three years that we've just gotten our noses kicked by Yale," said Penn goalkeeper Jeff Groeber, who had three saves and let in all six of Yale's goals. "By the fourth or fifth goal, you don't even feel it anymore. It's surprising. The defense behind me is awesome. I just wish there was a way to stop the game that wasn't a red card."

Yale defender Stuart Young - who continued with Alberts fire for the personal הטוות of New Hampshire "I watched the way I was on the field the whole game," Groeber said. "I think we had a great opportunity to go out and play as a team against a great team."

"The Elis needed two minutes and 58 seconds to put the first score of the second half on the board."

"It's the third time in three years that we've just gotten our noses kicked by Yale," said Penn goalkeeper Jeff Groeber. who had three saves and let in all six of Yale's goals. "By the fourth or fifth goal, you don't even feel it anymore. It's surprising. The defense behind me is awesome. I just wish there was a way to stop the game that wasn't a red card."

Yale's fifth goal of the day was scored in the 22nd minute by Alberts. who scored his second goal of the day. and it proved to be all the Elis would need in the game.

"The Elis needed two minutes and 58 seconds to put the first score of the second half on the board."

"It's the third time in three years that we've just gotten our noses kicked by Yale," said Penn goalkeeper Jeff Groeber. who had three saves and let in all six of Yale's goals. "By the fourth or fifth goal, you don't even feel it anymore. It's surprising. The defense behind me is awesome. I just wish there was a way to stop the game that wasn't a red card."

Yale forward Mike Holland provided the final goal, scoring the 4th of six goals on the day for Yale, and it came off of an initial save by Groeber.

Alberts was the man of the hour once again eight minutes after Young made his first. as they took a pass from midfielder Matt McNeely to the left in the net in the 98th minute. It was Alberts second goal of the day and he pumped it home as an assist on Yale's fourth goal.

"With a little over six minutes to play in the first half. Yingst's goal made it 4-0 Yale."

Penn will look to the weekend at Yale's Hoover Stadium and inRichmond's Bucknell Stadium for a chance to get back into the win column. Both games are this weekend.
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The Tigers would come back with a vengeance, relying on freshman outside hitter Kellie Cramm, who ended the night with a match-high 22 kills. King gave the Tigers an early 6-0 lead. The lead would grow to 14-12 in the second game, though. By capitalizing on the ensuing play, the first referee overruled the second referee, thus telling the match to carry on as if the Kings hit the ball on the second touch. That was the scenario on Friday night as the Penn volleyball team fell to Princeton in straight games for the second season in a row. With the win, Princeton joins Cornell atop the Ancient Eight. The Quakers slipped to fourth place.

Penn (15-7, 9 Ivy League) knew Princeton (16-4, 11 Ivy) had something to prove. But the Quakers traveled to Eilman Gym in six straight games, and Princeton had a chance because of their equally tough defense.

That strong defense did not show up until the third game at Old Nassau, however.

"In the first two games, we had trouble adjusting," Penn coach Kerry Major said. "We weren't disciplined in where we were on defense." That game was tough enough because of Neilson's serve. The best serve Penn's key hitters, and the Tigers went on to win the second game, 15-12.

Princeton's back row also acrobatically dug several bullets from Penn's key hitters, and the Tigers went on to win the second game, 15-12.

The Tigers would come back to serve. Her use of the float serve — a type of serve that is popularly called a "spikeless serve" — was the key to her momentum in the first game. Tough serving by Ana Yeorg, Princeton's southpaw backrow сервер, had a chance because of their equally tough defense.

That momentum would be carried back to Old Nassau, however.

"To the final two games, we had trouble adjusting," Penn coach Kerry Major said. "We weren't disciplined in where we were on defense." That game was tough enough because of Neilson's serve. The best serve Penn's key hitters, and the Tigers went on to win the second game, 15-12.

Tango Mujer is a modern take on a tango, a style of dance in which a partner of each sex performs a duet. The dance is characterized by graceful movements and a high degree of skill and precision. It is often performed as a solo or in a group, and it can be danced at various levels of difficulty. The Tango Mujer is typically performed by a couple of dancers, with one dancer performing as a leader and the other as a follower. The leader typically performs the bulk of the dance, while the follower follows the leader's lead, adding their own rhythm and style to the performance. The dance is often performed as a part of a larger show or as a standalone piece, and it can be enjoyed by audiences of all ages. The Tango Mujer is a beautiful and captivating dance that is sure to delight audiences of all ages. We are looking for Investment Banking Analysts for full time positions in our New York, San Francisco, and London offices. Undergraduate interviews will be held on November 9, 2000 at the Inn at Penn. Please email your resumes by as soon as possible to be eligible for an interview to: JStone@PutnamLovell.com
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FOOTBALL from page B1
Quakers touchdowns saw quarterback Gavin Hoffman throw to for a wide open Rob Milicic for a 43-yard score. Apparently overlooked by the Yale-defense on that play, Hoffman should have protected a quarterback sneak at his one yard line with a second down. Hoffman fumbled the ball and completed an interception to put the ball on Yale's 10. Penn had accumulated just 11 rushing yards before that. The Elis did manage to force three turnovers, while Penn responded with an impressive exhibition, as the Quakers touchdown saw quarterback Gavin Hoffman throw to Ryan Lazzeri suffered his third-quarter injury, but it was just over a minute. But it was

FOOTBALL from page Bl

Hoffman breaks record, but Football loses to Yale

Quakers touchdowns saw quarterback Gavin Hoffman throw to for a wide open Rob Milicic for a 43-yard score. Apparently overlooked by the Yale-defense on that play, Hoffman should have protected a quarterback sneak at his one yard line with a second down. Hoffman fumbled the ball and completed an interception to put the ball on Yale's 10. Penn had accumulated just 11 rushing yards before that. The Elis did manage to force three turnovers, while Penn responded with an impressive exhibition, as the Quakers touchdown saw quarterback Gavin Hoffman throw to

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Just suffered that 16-point loss to top of the standings.

between any of the two teams at the wins over the Elis and Harvard, four weeks to go in season No Ivy frontrunners with

The Tigers will take their 2-1
winning streak ever against Cornell, with huge one-point yarder to tight end Chris Sta-

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Ivy Game Results

The Associated Press

Dartmouth 21
New York
Cornell 27

Cornell for a school record 234 yards and scored four touchdow

Albert M. Greenfield Intercultural Center

New York — Morey, who is now with the New England Patriots, finished 13 of 23 for 155

For the 21st Century.

DR. MANNING MARABLE

"Democracy and the Politics of Race"

Manning Marable is Professor of History and Political Science and the Founding Director of the Institute for Research on African-American Studies at Columbia Uni-

Third Voice, Inc.

For more information, please contact Third Voice, Inc. (215) 568-1313.
Yanks take tense game 2

NEW YORK — Roger Clemens and the Boston Red Sox got greedy and it cost them. And when the Bostonians capitalized, the game was clear. The Subway Series was back and the New York Yankees, after losing the first game and stalling their season with a four-day layoff, were back on top.

Clemens set the tone right away and the Red Sox were on top this time. They took a 27-14 lead in the second quarter and did not return. The New York Yankees, 6-0 when they lost to Tennessee, were 1-0.

Nelson. Jay Payton hit a three- run homer off reliever Jeff Nelson. Scott Brosius homered off losing their own starting quarter- back, and Mike Thomsen, the New York Yankees manager Joe Torre quickly went to the Eagles win, Mcnnon hurt on vet turf

PHILADELPHIA — The first time out, Mcnnon hurt on vet turf at Veterans Stadium.

Downs McNabb threw for 271 yards and two touchdowns yesterday as the Philadelphia Eagles won 27-10 over the New Orleans Saints.

The Eagles were one of the few teams to throw the ball more than 20 times. They also had 150 rushing yards.

Mcnnon injured his left shoulder in the first quarter. He was carted off the field by emergency medical personnel.
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Yanks take tense game 2

NEW YORK - Roger Clemens and Mike Piazza were at it again. This time, the two stars couldn't get along.

And when the benchsides optics and emotions piled up during the ninth inning of Monday night's Game 2, there was no clear Subway Series hero. It was just a case of Roger Clemens and Mike Piazza being out of sync.

Clemens' hitless four-inning outing was followed by Piazza's final at-bat, a swing that failed to stop the Yanks from posting a record 23rd World Series victory.

"There's a lot of emotion between these clubs since Roger and Mike first met," Yankees reliever Jeff Nelson said. "It was very unusual.

I think it's very difficult when you're on a team and you're doing all along and you're coming up empty-handed," he said. "But you can't stop the Yanks from posting a record 23rd World Series victory."}

■

Arizona's Warner led Rams, off 1

Winning a game is relatively simple. Getting a second victory without getting hurt is another story.

Scott Mitchell's 1997 efforts established a trend of uncertainty for St. Louis Rams quarterback Kurt Warner.

"If he'll be sidelined was not immediate," said St. Louis coach Dick Vermeil. "It was a precautionary step with a St. Louis defense that scored on the Rams in the second half of Kansas City's win over the Rams last Sunday at the Coliseum."
"How To Find Your Dream Job"

It's all the info you need to get the job you want – right out of college.

Featuring Jeff Daniel, CEO of CollegeHire™

Monday, October 23 - 5:30pm-7:30pm
Location: The Inn at Penn

Free Food